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Introduction

Solomon Islands (SI) domestic tuna fishery began in 1972 with the establishment of Solomon Taiyo Limited

(STL). Since then the fishery has grown to become one of the major foreign exchange earners and the largest

employer in the country. The current domestic fleet comprised of poie-and-line, purse seine and longline fleets.

In addition to this, Japanese (PL,LL&PS), Taiwanese (LL &PS) and Korean (PS) foreign fishing vessels also

fish in the SI waters under bi-lateral arrangements, whilst US purse seiners have access to a restricted zone of

the EEZ under the Multi-lateral Treaty arrangement. Arrangements to have the restricted zone extended is

awaiting member countries' endorsement.

2000 saw the down-turn of SI tuna fisheries as a result of a two years social unrest. The unrest forced fishing companies

to cease operation. STL, Solomon Islands' veteran tuna company also suffered greatly and this has resulted in Taiyo

Gyogyo having to withdraw its shares in July 2000. STL is now 100% owned by the SI Government's Investment

Corporation of Solomon Islands (ICSI).

The commercial tuna fishery sector is largely based on the country's rich tuna resources and has previously

been managed based on a quota system, which allocates catch quotas to various licence holders. Since 1999,

under the new Tuna Development and Management Plan however, licence limitations and area restriction have

become the two strategies used to regulate the tuna fisheries.

Total Catches

An overview of historical annual catches in the SI waters, from 1971 -2000, is presented in Table 1. The catches for the

years 1995 -1998 have all exceeded 100,00 mt per year, with domestic fleets accounting for an average of 39% and

foreign 61 %. This was a fall in domestic fleet's dominance in the early 90s of which it hadbeen contributing an average of

74% (1990 -1994) as compared to foreign's 26%. The 1999 catch dropped to 47,240 mt and slashed further down to an all

time low of 7,496 mt in 2000. The falls in 1999 and 2000 were direct results of the exodus of fishing vessels from the SI

waters and the closure of many locally based fishing companies due to the social unrest situation, which devoured the

country during the past two
years.

Table 2. presents the total domestic catches by number of companies and number of fishing vessels.

Domestic Pole-and-line(DPL) catches have revolted around 20,000 mt between 1996 -1999 and then dropped to 2,695.7

mt in 2000. Like the DPL fleet, the domestic single purse seine (DSPS) fleet catch has dropped from 20,011 in 1999 to

just 2,365 mt in 2000, whilst the domestic group purse seine (DGPS) fleet catch dropped from 4,186 mt to 1,040 mt

during the same period. The domestic longline (DLL) catch was least affected during the period, having only dropped

from 1,212 mt to 1,057 mt.



Contribution wise, the DPL fleet have during the past five years, been contributing an average of 50% of the domestic

catch per year, DSPS fleet 35%, the DGPS 11% and DLL fleet 4%.

Fleet Structure

The current fleet structure is presented in Table 3. A total of 5 locally based companies were licensed to fish for tuna in

2000. Of these, 3 companies were licensed to operate purse seiners, 2 companies poie-and-liners, one company tuna

longliners, and 2 companies shark longliners. Only STL has continued to operate its GPS fleet in 2000. In 1999, 15 locally

based companies were registered. In addition to the domestic fleets, 3 Japanese associations have been granted licence to

operate foreign longline, poie-and-line and purse seine vessels in the SI waters under a bi-lateral arrangement. Taiwan

Deep Sea Tuna Association (PS&LL) and Korea Deep Sea Tuna Association (PS) have also been granted licence to

operate under similar bi-lateral arrangements, whilst US seiners also have access under the multi-lateral treaty

arrangement to operate purse seiners. Two companies have been licensed to do shark longlining.

In total, 201 fishing vessels were licensed to fish in the SI waters in 2000. This comprised of 35 (IS local & 20 foreign)

tuna longliners, 54 (23 local & 31 foreign) pole-and-liners, 91 (8 local & 83 foreign) purse seiners and 13 shark

longliners.

As of July, 2001, 142 (22 domestic &120 foreign) fishing vessel have been registered to fish in the SI EEZ. The domestic

pole-and-line fleet has drastically reduced its fleet from 23 boats in 2000 to just two (2) in 2001. This was a direct result

of STL' s closing of most operations and closing down. Currently there are only two pole-aDd-line vessels licenced to

fish. STL's group purse seine fleet operation has also been terminated indefinitely.

Catch by Species for EachGearType

Table 4(a). presents the annual catch composition, by species for each gear type for the domestic fleets for 1995 -2000.

The highest domestic catch of 48,241 mt was recorded in 1998 and this comprised of 38,028 mt skipjack (Katsuwonus

pelamis), 8,041 mt yellowfin (Thunnus albacares), 740 mt bigeye (Thunnus obesus), 370 mt Albacore (Thunnus

alalunga), 91 mt marlin and 20 mt others. During the last three years, skipjack (~70%) and yellowfin (~20%) have

accounted for an average of about 90% of the domestic catches. Skipjack has always been the predominant species of

poie-and-line catches, accounting for around 90% of total catches. Yellowfin accounts for the remaining 10%.

Skipjack and yellowfin were the major species caught by purse seining, whilst yellowfin and bigeye were the predominant

species caught by longline.

For the foreign fleets, Table 4(b), the catch fluctuated around 67,000 mt from 1995 to 1998 until it slashed down to 2,428

mt in 1999 and further down to just 338 mt in 2000.



Final Market Destination of Catches (1996)

Table 5(a) & (b) gives the export destinations ofSI tuna products from 1990 -2000. Major buyers of frozen fish are Japan

and Thailand; canned products are UK, Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea; fishmeal are Taiwan and Singapore. Only Japan

imports smoked fish from the SI. SI's fresh(chilled) tuna are principally exported to Japan and Taiwan.

Onshore Developments

Transshipment

A total of 532 transshipments were made at the three designated SI ports between 1997 -2001. Most of these

transshipments took place towards the end of 1997 and through the first half of 1998. These activities have

earned the Government substantial income through levies and port entry fees. Transshipment activities have

reduced greatly during the past two years, with only 7 transshipments recorded for 2000.

Processing

Only STL had continued to do canning and operate a fishmeal and a fish smoking (arabushi) plants. The new

STL company will continue to do canning and fish smoking.

Solgreen Enterprises Limited alone is currently engaged in onshore packaging of fresh tuna and billfish for

export. A total of 1,485 mt and 816 mt of fresh tuna was exported in 1999 and 2000 respectively.

Future Prospects and Developments

Tuna policy review

A review of the Solomon Islands Tuna Fisheries was undertaken in 1998 and this has resulted in the production of the

Solomon Islands National Tuna Management and Development Plan. The Plan provides for a clear and transparent

procedure in the decision-making process with the aim of sustaining exploitable stocks, minimising environmental, social

and cultural impacts, increasing domestic participation, increasing foreign revenue, enhancing administrative support and

ensuring accountability.

This is in support of the Fisheries Act 1998, which provides for the long-term conservation and sustainable

utilisation of fishery resources that enhances the maximisation of benefits and participation of nationals in the

exploitation, management and development of fishery resources including tuna.



Observers Programme

The Solomon Islands has been running a domestic observers programme since the early 70s. In 1997 the programme was

been re-strengthened with the training of 25 observers, 18 of which were immediately recruited on contract basis. A total

of 172 trips were made from 1998 -2000, and of this 57% were on domestic boats and 43 on foreign. The program was

temporarily suspended early this year due to the closure of many operations, but has now been reactivated with the

recalling of six observers.

Four(4) port samplers, with funding assistance from SPC, were stationed at the two major landing fishing

ports, Noro (STL) and Tulagi (NFD). Because of the social unrest problem the port sampling project was also

affected badly.

Eligibility Point Evaluation System

An eligibility point evaluation system has been introduced to ensure that vessels and companies to be involved

in tuna fishing, especially joint-venture companies, are genuine, hence maximise benefits derivable from the

country's tuna resources.


















